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A Dictionary Of Weights Measures
Conversion Formulas: Quarts into liters, multiply the quarts by 0.95 Liters into quarts, multiply the
liters by 1.057 Ounces into milliliters, multiply the ounces by 29.6
Weights & Measures - Italian Cooking Dictionary
Related article: weights and measures weights and measures, units and standards for expressing
the amount of some quantity, such as length, capacity, or weight; the science of measurement
standards and methods is known as metrology. Crude systems of weights and measures probably
date from prehistoric times. ..... Click the link for more information ...
List of Common Weights and Measures | Article about List ...
Measures definition, a unit or standard of measurement: weights and measures. See more.
Measures | Define Measures at Dictionary.com
Metric measures. In most of the world, recipes use the metric system of units—litres (L) and
millilitres (mL), grams (g) and kilograms (kg), and degrees Celsius (°C). The spelling litre is
preferred in most English-speaking nations: the notable exception is the United States where the
spelling liter is preferred.. The USA measures weight in pounds (avoirdupois), while recipes in the
UK ...
Cooking weights and measures - Wikipedia
Metrological definition, the science of weights and measures. See more.
Metrological | Define Metrological at Dictionary.com
A unit of measurement is a standardised quantity of a physical property, used as a factor to express
occurring quantities of that property. Units of measurement were among the earliest tools invented
by humans. Primitive societies needed rudimentary measures for many tasks: constructing
dwellings of an appropriate size and shape, fashioning clothing, or bartering food or raw materials.
Unit of measurement - Wikipedia
Egypt: The Weights and Measures of Ancient Egypt. Land and other larger measurements took
several forms. The length of the double remen was equal to that of the diagonal of a square with
each side measuring one royal cubit.
The Weights and Measures of Ancient Egypt
This part provides a summary of most of the units of measurement to be found in use around the
world today (and a few of historical interest), and the conversion factors needed to change them
into a 'standard' unit of the SI.
A Dictionary of Measures, Units and Conversions - Part 1
Noun. She felt equal measures of hope and fear. Their actions were motivated in large measure by
a desire for revenge. An occasion like this calls for some measure of decorum. The meter is a
measure of length. The dictionary includes a table of weights and measures. The legislature has
passed a measure aimed at protecting consumers. The governor has proposed a number of costcutting measures.
Definition of MEASURE - Dictionary by Merriam-Webster ...
Synonyms for measures at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Find descriptive alternatives for measures.
Measures Synonyms, Measures Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
metre [m] The metre is the basic unit of length. It is the distance light travels, in a vacuum, in 1/299
792 458 th of a second. kilogram [kg] The kilogram is the basic unit of mass.
A Dictionary of Measures, Units and Conversions - Part 2
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cable, cable machine an exercise machine in which the lifter pulls on a handle attached to a cable.
The main difference between an exercise in which the resistance is transmitted through a cable
rather than being done with free weights is that the force is in the direction of the cable rather than
always pointing downwards. For example, when using a cable machine to perform curls, the cable
...
Dictionary of Weightlifting, Bodybuilding, and Exercise ...
weight (wāt) n. Abbr. wt. or w 1. A measure of the heaviness of an object: a contest to guess the
weight of a pig. 2. The force with which a body is attracted to Earth or another celestial body, equal
to the product of the object's mass and the acceleration of gravity. 3. a. A unit measure of
gravitational force: a table of weights and measures. b. A ...
Weight - definition of weight by The Free Dictionary
Television Talk Shows: (Listed times are for Washington, D.C., ET. Check your local listings.) · The
McLaughlin GroupCheck Local Listings · Meet the Press Sun., 10 ...
Fast Facts - Refdesk.com
The use of metric prefixes dates back to the inception of the French metric system, in 1793. It was
originally decided that the submultiples of all basic units would be prefixed with a Latin root,
corresponding to the decimal divisor (deci for 10, centi for 100, milli for 1000), whereas the decimal
multiples would be prefixed with a Greek root, corresponding to the decimal multiplier (deca for ...
Measurements, Units of Measurement, Weights and Measures ...
international system of units [1] Decimal system established by the 11th General Conference on
Weights and Measures (GCWM) in 1960 and used by many countries.
SCIENCE :: SCIENTIFIC SYMBOLS images - Visual Dictionary ...
Conversion of miles to kilometers and kilometers to miles including calculator and tables.
Conversion of Miles to Kilometers and Kilometers to Miles
Interactive metric conversion calculator used to convert between various units of measurement.
Area, volume, length/distance, cooking, time, and more.
Conversion Calculator | Infoplease
Recent Examples on the Web. Le Grand K was created (along with the rest of the metric system)
during the French Revolution when scientists and revolutionaries were united in their desire to
remake the world. — James Vincent, The Verge, "How and why we redefined the kilogram," 18 Dec.
2018 When the definition changes, the General Conference on Weights an Measures will complete
the original ...
Definition of METRIC SYSTEM - Dictionary by Merriam ...
These examples are from the Cambridge English Corpus and from sources on the web. Any opinions
in the examples do not represent the opinion of the Cambridge Dictionary editors or of Cambridge
University Press or its licensors.
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